
Welcome to the wonderful world of poi spinning! 
These fuzzy poi are a great way to begin your poi journey. They are made with 
recycled tennis balls and covered with fluffy, epically delightful furry covers that 
cushion and slow down your poi to help with learning. 
 
If you’re interested in free poi lessons, we recommend checking out playpoi.com, 
or feel free to email us and we can send you more recommendations.

Once you’re ready for the next step, we think you’ll love podpoi - they’re the 
world’s favorite LED poi for many reasons - beautiful design, many customizable 
modes, cushy on impact, wireless control, and much more. 

KNOB & LEASH
Your fuzzy poi come with adjustable knob-leashes: comprising a pair of silicone 
uni knob handles and poi cord leash.

ADJUSTING THE LENGTH OF YOUR LEASH
Adjusting your leash to fit your body and style is an important step to optimizing 
your poi experience. A popular length is from your hand to your shoulder.

Fuzzy poi are designed to work with adjustable knob-leashes for the slickest con-
nection possible, free of hardware that might interfere with your poi spinning:

 
• untie the knot at the knob handle
• move the knob to get to your desired length
• tie a simple overhand knot to secure the cord
• ensure both of your leashes are the same length 
• for each leash, tighten the knot, then cut excess leash above it
• melt the end until it becomes a substantial disk of 
melted cord, so the knot won’t pull through.  
> Tip: practice melting on the extra cord first!
• let cool, pull the cord tight and enjoy many moments 
of joy with your poi! 

After adjustment, all excess leash-cord should be removed, leaving only a small 
melted tip that secures the knot.  

We hope you love your poi journey - have fun and learn lots!  
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